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Measurements are presented ofthe inclusive cross ection for K* (892) ± production i  hadronic decays of the Z ° 
using a sample of about half a million events recorded with the OPAL experiment a LEP. Charged K* mesons are 
reconstructed in the decay channel K°Tr +. A mean rate of 0.72 + 0.02 + 0.08 K *± mesons per hadronic event is found. 
Comparison of the results with predictions of the JETSET and HERWIG models hows that JETSET overestimates 
the K *:t: production cross ection while HERWIG is consistent with the data. 
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1. Introduction 
Inclusive spectra of particles produced in electron 
positron collisions have been studied extensively in 
order to shed light on the process of hadronization, 
whereby coloured partons are confined inside colour- 
less hadrons. Since perturbation theory is not appli- 
cable to this stage of an e+e - event, one has to rely 
on phenomenological models. 
Amongst he most successful ones are the string [ 1 ] 
and the cluster fragmentation [2] models, both of 
which were developed at PETRA and PEP energies 
where they were tested extensively. Recently, mea- 
surements of inclusive distributions ofn ° [3], Ks ° [4], 
K*(892) +, A, ~-  [5], q,q' [6], K*(892) °, ~b [7], 
p0, ~(975) ,  ~(1270)  [8], andA,~, - ,  27+(1385), 
~°(1530),  and g2- [9] (and the corresponding an- 
tiparticles) have become available at centre of mass 
energies around the Z ° pole. 
In this paper, we present a study of K* (892) + pro- 
duction in e+e - collisions at x/s -~ Mzo using ap- 
proximately 500 000 events recorded with the OPAL 
detector in 1990 and 1991. K *+ mesons were recon- 
structed via their decay K *+ ~ K°n +, with the Ks ° 
subsequently decaying into n + rt-. A clean K ° signal 
was obtained by reconstruction of Ks ° decaying at a 
secondary vertex well separated from the interaction 
point. The K *+ signal observed in the invariant mass 
distribution of  Ks°n + combinations, however, is lo- 
cated on top of a large combinatorial background ue 
to the large charged multiplicity. 
2. The OPAL detector and hadronic event selection 
The OPAL detector, a multi-purpose detector de- 
signed to measure the decay products of the Z ° boson, 
has been described in detail elsewhere [ 10 ]. Here, we 
briefly describe the components most relevant for the 
present analysis, namely, the central tracking cham- 
bers. 
The main tracking device is a large cylindrical drift 
chamber of the jet type with 4 m length and a diam- 
eter of 3.7 m. It is subdivided into 24 identical sec- 
tors, each of which is equipped with 159 sense wires, 
providing a large number of measured space points 
per track. The momentum resolution was measured to 
be tru,/pt = V/0.022 + (0.0018pt) 2 [11], wherept in 
GeV/c is the momentum component transverse to the 
beam axis. The z coordinate along the beam direction 
is measured with the charge division method. The ver- 
tex detector, a small, high-resolution drift chamber of 
1 m length and 470 mm diameter, is located close to 
the interaction point inside the jet chamber. It consists 
of 36 axial sectors in the inner region, each with 12 
sense wires, and 35 stereo sectors in the outer region, 
each with 6 sense wires. The jet chamber is surrounded 
by the z-chambers, planar drift chambers with wires 
perpendicular to those of the jet chamber, providing 
accurate measurements of the z-coordinate #x. They 
are composed of 24 drift chambers, 4 m long and 50 
cm wide, each subdivided into 8 cells with 6 sense 
wires. The polar angular range from 44 ° to 136 ° is 
covered. The tracking chambers are contained in a 
solenoid providing an axial magnetic field of 0.435 T. 
The selection of hadronic events is based on the in- 
formation of the jet chamber and the electromagnetic 
calorimeter. A good track is defined to have at least 
20 measured points in the jet chamber, and to origi- 
nate from a cylinder of 800 mm length and 20 mm di- 
ameter centered around the interaction point. A clus- 
ter is defined as an energy deposition in the electro- 
magnetic alorimeter exceeding 100 MeV in the re- 
gion I cos 01 < 0.82 or 200 MeV in the region Icos 01 > 
0.82. Events were required to possess at least 5 good 
tracks and 7 clusters. Furthermore, the total energy 
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter had to 
exceed 10% of the centre of mass energy, and the 
energy imbalance along the beam direction, defined 
by I )-'~i E~ cos  Oi[/Ei Ei, where the sum runs over all 
clusters, was required to be smaller than 0.65. Fur- 
ther details of the electromagnetic calorimeter can be 
found in [ 10 ]. With this hadronic event selection, in 
1 Also at TRIUMF, Vancouver, V6T 2A3, Canada. 
2 Now at Centre de Physique des Particules de Marseille, 
Facult6 des Sciences de Luminy, Marseille. 
3 And IPP, University of Victoria, Department ofPhysics, 
P O Box 3055, Victoria, BC V8W 3P6, Canada. 
4 Also at Shinshu University, Matsumoto 390, Japan. 
#1 A right-handed coordinate system is adopted by OPAL, 
where the x axis points to the centre of the LEP ring, 
and positive z is along the electron beam direction. 
The angles 0 and ~b are the polar and azimuthal angles, 
respectively. 
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combination with the additional requirement that the 
tracking chambers had to be fully operational, a total 
of 471 952 hadronic events was selected. 
3. Selection of charged K* mesons 
The first step in the K *± selection process was the 
identification of Ks ° mesons decaying into rr + ~z-. The 
algorithm is identical to the one described in [4]. 
Briefly, oppositely charged tracks were combined to 
make up Ks ° candidates. The tracks were required to 
have a minimum transverse momentum with respect 
to the beam direction of 150 MeV/c, at least 80 jet 
chamber hits and 4 z-chamber hits. The last condi- 
tion limits the polar angle region covered to I cos 01 < 
0.72. Furthermore, the radial distance of the track to 
the beam axis at the point of closest approach was re- 
quired to exceed 3 mm to reduce the large combina- 
torial background. 
Intersection points of track pairs in the radial plane 
were considered to be candidate secondary vertices. 
Additional cuts were imposed on these pairs: the ra- 
dial distance from the intersection point to the pri- 
mary vertex had to be larger than 1 cm and the recon- 
structed momentum vector of the K ° candidate in the 
plane perpendicular to the beam had to point to the 
beam axis to within 2 ° . Finally, all track pairs which 
had passed the cuts were refitted with the constraint 
that they originate from a common 3-dimensional ver- 
tex. Pairs with an invariant mass of less than 100 
MeV/c 2 (assuming both tracks to be electrons) were 
considered to be photon conversions and were re- 
jected. About 50 000 K ° candidates were selected. 
For the further analysis, only K ° candidates with 
a reconstructed mass in a window of ±30 MeV/c 2 
around the nominal mass of 497.7 MeV/c 2 were re- 
tained. To construct a K *± candidate, these K ° candi- 
dates were combined with a third charged track which 
was assumed to be a pion. This track had to meet the 
following conditions. The minimum transverse mo- 
mentum and the minimum number of jet chamber 
hits were the same as for the Ks ° selection. The po- 
lar angle of the track had to satisfy Icos 0 [ < 0.7, and 
the distance of the track to the interaction point in 
the plane perpendicular to the beam had to be smaller 
than 2.5 ram. In order to improve the mass resolu- 
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Fig. 1. Invariant mass of Ks°2r ± combinations. 
tion, the track was constrained to the event vertex in 
the z direction. 
Additional cuts were imposed on these K°n ± com- 
binations to improve the signal to background ratio: 
the cosine of the angle between the K ° candidate and 
the third track had to be larger than 0. The pion can- 
didate was boosted into the Ks°n + rest frame and the 
angle 0* of the boosted pion momentum with respect 
to the K* flight direction had to fulfill the condition 
cos 0* > -0.7.  This cut further reduces the combi- 
natorial background which is particularly large in the 
excluded region of cos 0". 
Finally, the nominal value of the K ° mass was as- 
signed to the K ° candidate, and the invariant masses 
of the Ks°zr ± combinations were calculated. The re- 
suiting distribution is shown in fig. 1. The signal due 
to the K *± can be clearly observed; a fit with contri- 
butions from a Breit-Wigner shape and the smooth 
background escribed below yields a K *± mass of 
889 + 2 MeV/c 2 consistent with the world average of 
891.8 MeV/c 2 [12]. For the width, F ,  we measure 
60 ± 5 MeV/c 2 in good agreement with the result of 
55 + 2 MeV/c 2 for a Monte Carlo generated event 
sample with full detector simulation [13]. I f  folded 
with the OPAL detector mass resolution, both values 
are consistent with the intrinsic width of the K *± of  
49.8 MeV/c 2 [ 12]. About 7200 K *± are contained in 
the peak. 
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To determine the cross section for K *+ production, 
the separation of the remaining large background from 
the signal is crucial. For this purpose, fits to the mass 
spectra were performed in intervals of the K *± mo- 
mentum. For the signal, a Breit-Wigner shape was 
used with the mass fixed to the nominal value. An 
effective width per momentum interval with contri- 
butions from the K *± intrinsic width and the mo- 
mentum dependent detector mass resolution was cal- 
culated using the OPAL detector simulation [13]. 
The widths were fixed to these values. To describe 
the background, two different shapes have been em- 
ployed, namely 
bl(m) = Pl(m-mo)P2exp(-P3m-P4m2), (1  
- (m-mo) ) )  
b2(m) = PI ( l -exp  ( :p-~ 
x exp(-P3m - P4m2). (2) 
The Pi are free parameters, with mo = mrs0 + m~ be- 
ing the kinematical mass threshold. In each momen- 
tum interval, the background shape leading to the bet- 
ter Z 2 has been taken while the other was used in as- 
sessing the systematic uncertainties, as described be- 
low. The fits are shown in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Fits to the K°Tt + mass spectra in momentum inter- 
vals. Momentum values are in GeV/c. 
4. The K *+ cross section 
To account for the loss of K *± due to geometrical 
acceptance and selection cuts, we proceeded in two 
steps. First, the loss due to the requirement that both 
tracks from the K ° decay have associated z-chamber 
hits was calculated from data, since the z-chamber ef- 
ficiency is slightly overestimated by the detector sim- 
ulation. To that end, the z-chamber efficiency was 
measured using charged tracks [4]. The mass spectra 
shown in fig. 2 have already been corrected for these z- 
chamber inefficiencies. Then, the detection efficiency 
(not including the z-chamber efficiency) was calcu- 
lated using a sample of events generated with the JET- 
SET program and passed through a detailed simula- 
tion of the OPAL detector [13 ]. These events were 
subjected to the same analysis chain as the real data. 
Finally, the branching ratios for K *+ --* K°re + and 
K ° --+ re + re- were corrected for and a factor of 2 
was applied to account for the fact that half of the 
kaons produced appear as K ° and are not found in 
the detector. 
As sources of possible systematic errors, we identi- 
fied contributions from the uncertainty arising from 
the background separation and the signal shape, from 
uncertainty in the mass resolution and from the uncer- 
tainty of the detection efficiency. The error from the 
background separation was estimated by comparing 
the results from the different background parametriza- 
tions (eqs. ( l ), (2)) and from a variation of the mass 
range included in the fit. Furthermore, the same back- 
ground separation procedure was applied to simulated 
events, where the precise fractions of signal and back- 
ground are known, permitting an additional estimate 
of the accuracy of the method. An uncertainty of 20% 
per momentum interval was found from these studies. 
Since the background shape is different in each mo- 
mentum interval, the errors are largely uncorrelated 
and thus contribute 10% to the integrated rate. The 
contribution from the signal shape was investigated 
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Table 1 
Number of K *+ observed, differential cross section for K *± production and Z 2 of fit. 
20May 1993 
p (GeV/c) xe x'--~ X. 2/d.o-f .  Number of K *± ( 1/#0"had) (da/dxE) 
0.00 - 2.75 0.020 - 0.064 0.037 0.79 2018 8.2 4- 1.6 
2.75-4.00 0.064-0.090 0.076 1.18 1120 3.3 4-0.7 
4.00 - 6.00 0.090 - 0.133 0.110 1.16 1346 2.3 4- 0.6 
6.00 - 8.00 0.133 - 0.177 0.154 1.27 1008 1.7 4- 0.4 
8.00- 12.50 0.177 - 0.275 0.221 0.99 1113 0.894-0.23 
12.50 - 40.00 0.275 - 0.879 0.417 0.88 662 0.11 4- 0.03 
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Fig. 3. Fragmentation function (differential cross section) 
for K *+ production. 
by fitting a relativistic Breit-Wigner function for the 
signal instead of the standard Breit-Wigner shape; 
the results were found to be identical to within 2%. 
Furthermore, the fit was repeated with a K *+ mass 
fixed to values shifted by +2 MeV from the nominal 
value; differences were below 1%. Thus, uncertainties 
from the signal shape and position are negligible com- 
pared to the errors from the background separation. 
The mass resolution in the Monte Carlo simulation 
was slightly better than in the real data. However, the 
K* intrinsic width dominates the observed width, and 
only relatively small contributions to the systematic 
errors arose from this source. To assess the uncertainty 
from the detection efficiency, a detailed comparison 
of distributions from real and simulated events has 
been performed. In addition, the selection cuts were 
varied and the analysis was repeated. By these means, 
an uncertainty in the detection efficiency of  4% was 
obtained. 
The differential cross section (1/fltrlaad) (dr ; /dxe)  
for K *+ production as a function of the scaled K *+ 
energy, xe = 2EK./v~, is shown in fig. 3 and table 1 
(here fl is the particle velocity, p/E) .  The K *+ multi- 
plicity per hadronic event, obtained by integration of 
the differential cross section, is 0.72 + 0.02 + 0.08. The 
first error quoted is statistical and the second stems 
from systematic uncertainties. 
Our measured multiplicity is considerably lower 
than the result of [5 ], where a rate of 1.33+0.11 +0.24 
is given. The K *-~ multiplicity is expected to be sim- 
ilar to the rate of neutral K* mesons, which has been 
measured to be 0.76 + 0.07 5:0.06 [7], in good agree- 
ment with our K *± rate. 
5. Comparison with model predictions 
Besides our measured values, fig. 3 also shows 
the predictions of the JETSET [14] (Version 7.2) 
and HERWIG [ 15 ] (Version 5.0) models. The frag- 
mentation parameters of these programs were tuned 
to describe the global event shapes as measured by 
OPAL #2 [16]. 
The predicted cross sections are larger than the mea- 
sured values. For JETSET, the significance of a dis- 
crepancy is considerably larger than for HERWIG, 
which agrees within errors with our measurement, 
apart from the data point at the highest xE. Gener- 
ally, the measured values uggest a steeper fall with .rE 
than the models predict. However, this observation 
#2 In HERWIG 5.0, the parameter values as determined 
by OPAL are the default values. 
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relies mainly on one measured point. A similar ten- 
dency towards a softer fragmentation than predicted 
by the models may also be observed in the neutral K* 
results of [7 ], and similarly in the spectra of strange 
baryons in [9]. The K *+ multiplicity per event is pre- 
dicted by the HERWIG Monte Carlo to be 0.83. This 
value is in broad agreement with our measurement. 
The corresponding prediction of the JETSET Monte 
Carlo is 1.1, which is significantly arger than our mea- 
surement. 
In JETSET, the probability that a strange meson 
carries spin 1 is controlled by a parameter often de- 
noted #s (V/(P + V)) s which has a default value of 
0.6. This parameter was adjusted to describe the mea- 
sured K *+ rate, resulting in a value of 0.36+0.05. The 
other model parameters were kept fixed. With this 
tuned parameter value, the predicted K ° rate changes 
by ~_ 2% and is still consistent with the value pub- 
lished previously [4]. A curve showing the JETSET 
prediction with the adjusted parameter setting is also 
shown in fig. 3 where it is seen that agreement with 
the measurement is improved. Our adjusted value is 
consistent with a range of (V/(P + V)) s values of 
0.4-0.5 found by [7] to describe the inclusive rates 
from LEP experiments published so far. The two re- 
suits cannot be strictly compared, however, because 
they were obtained using different values of the pa- 
rameter s/u, which describes the production proba- 
bility of strange quarks from the sea. 
6. Discussion 
The present measurement of charged K* produc- 
tion is the most accurate available measurement, and 
when taken together with rates for other resonance 
and particle species, allows for more stringent tests of 
fragmentation schemes based on QCD. In [ 7 ] a global 
fit was made to all inclusive particle rates measured 
at LEP up to that point. Within the LUND string 
fragmentation model, it was found that the probabil- 
ity for a strange quark to be picked up from the sea 
was significantly reduced relative to the previously as- 
sumed value for s/d of 0.3 (for a review see [17]). 
The probability for a meson, containing at least one 
strange quark, to materialise as a vector ather than 
#3 In the JETSET code it is named PARJ(12). 
pseudoscalar state was also found to be lower than 
the value suggested by lower energy and less precise 
measurements. Most previous measurements of the 
strange quark suppression were based on rates for 
pseudoscalar mesons or baryons, and took no account 
of the vector to pseudoscalar ratios. The set of frag- 
mentation parameters produced by the fit of [7 ] led 
to a prediction of 0.75 for the overall K *+ multiplic- 
ity. This is in excellent agreement with the value pre- 
sented here, thus giving further confidence in the con- 
clusions. 
In a recent paper [8], the DELPHI Collaboration 
also considered the dependence of the mean K* mul- 
tiplicities on the centre of mass energy, v~, but were 
unable to reach definite conclusions due to their rel- 
atively large measurement errors. The results of the 
present study for K *± together with those of [7 ] for 
K *° indicate clearly that the K* rates increase more 
slowly with x/~ than is expected on the basis of the 
LUND fragmentation model. On the other hand, the 
HERWlG cluster model gives a reasonable r presen- 
tation of the measured ata. 
Other studies of parton fragmentation in Z ° decay 
are underway and, as stated in the introduction, sev- 
eral measurements have already been published. Of 
particular note in the present context are the measure- 
ments of strange baryon production in [9]. Here it is 
shown that even within the LUND model, there is in- 
sufficient flexibility in variation of parameters to re- 
produce all of the observed baryon rates. Thus while it 
remains possible to obtain adequate modelling in the 
meson sector, given the accuracy of the measurements 
currently available, the present QCD based models are 
not yet detailed enough to reproduce all of the obser- 
vations, including baryons. Thus further theoretical 
work to improve the QCD based models is required, 
as is further experimental work to continue measur- 
ing inclusive meson and baryon rates in Z ° decay. 
7. Summary 
We have measured the cross section for charged 
K* production in e+e - collisions at centre-of-mass 
energies around the Z ° pole. A multiplicity of 0.72 + 
0.02 + 0.08 K *± was found, which is lower than the 
JETSET prediction, but consistent with the HERWlG 
prediction. The JETSET model seems to require a 
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lower value than the default one for the parameter 
which controls the production probabil ity of  strange 
vector mesons. Furthermore, the measurement shows 
some indications of a fragmentation function softer 
than predicted by the models. A similar effect has also 
been observed for neutral strange vector mesons [7 ]. 
The K ":~ rate measured at the Z ° energy by [5] is 
larger than our value. 
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